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Zephyr’s Key Characteristics
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• Slow flight – 40-50 KTAS in lower stratosphere (FL500-FL700)
• Limited manoeuvrability – very small turn radius
• Low maximum rate of climb and descent - diurnal altitude cycle 
• May be (predictably) affected by wind (mainly in troposphere) 
• Not capable of conforming to normal ‘IFR’ expectations
• Limited capacity for collision avoidance (equipment)

• 99% of Zephyr flight is well above other air traffic
• Normal electronic conspicuity (ACAS)
• Off-nominal conditions typically develop slowly and predictably



Zephyr Global CONOPs
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• Mid-latitude year-round capability
• High-latitude seasonal capability
• Low-latitude strategic Operating Bases

• Centralised Mission Control Centres
• Multiple RPA per crew (constellations)
• Mission delivery for weeks/months

• Climb/descend in local airspace
• Move RPA around the world to mission areas
• ~1000 NM per day (weather dependent)
• Shuttle RPA to maintain constellation
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Case Study: current ATM accommodation

• Remote launch and recovery location

• Co-operation of local aviation stakeholders

• Flexible notification arrangements

• Bespoke arrangements with ANSP & Air Traffic Authority

• Temporary adaptable Lower Airspace Reservations

• Temporary adaptable Upper Airspace Reservations

• Free manoeuvre above agreed De-Confliction Flight Level

• Strategic conflict management vs other Higher Airspace users

• Provision for managed descent in off-nominal conditions
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Tackling the wider challenge of Higher Airspace traffic management
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The problem
• Diverse vehicle kinematics, different manoeuvrability constraints
• Cannot rely on conventional ‘tactical’ separation provision 
• Or on conventional collision avoidance

Influencing factors
• Avoid a fragmented approach - whilst respecting sovereignty
• Maintain flexible and equitable access to busy airspace
• Minimise impact on ANSP and other Lower and Upper Airspace 

stakeholders

Desired solution attributes
• Minimise the cost of operating in Higher Airspace
• Maximise the opportunities to access Higher Airspace
• Accommodate Higher Airspace flights which do not originate in Europe



Conclusion: Higher Airspace traffic accommodation can happen now
Model solution - strategic trajectory de-confliction 
• “The exchange, maintenance and use of consistent aircraft trajectory 

(operating area) and flight information for collaborative decision-
making”

User-centric de-confliction ‘network’:
• Very low traffic densities
• Long time-constant operations
• ‘The Few’ Higher Airspace users can be accredited

Standardised approach to:
• Ascent/descent through Lower and Upper Airspace
• Dealing with off-nominal events
• Charging for services rendered not airspace access

Progressive implementation:
• Conservative time and trajectory buffers
• Reduce margins as we gain experience
• Learn from TBO and UTM – adapt solutions
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Thank you
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